MUSIC
Elective Subject  CODE: MUS

COURSE OVERVIEW
Students with an aptitude for Music should consider the study of classroom music (in combination with the Instrumental Music program and/or private tuition) to develop skills embedded in the three major dimensions: musicology, performance and composition. The development of these skills is essential when considering a pathway in Music.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Classroom Music is a pre-requisite for tertiary studies and offers the following opportunities:
- performing for a live audience as a soloist or ensemble
- developing performance skills as a soloist or ensemble
- developing performance relationships with other students - creating an ensemble (band/duo/trio), accompanying other students
- developing composition skills and techniques to create original works
- using music technology when composing
- studying characteristics of a variety of styles and genres of music to inform both Composition and Performance
- recording performances in the classroom and studio
- workshops with guest artists
- viewing professional live performances
A career in Music can encompass Marketing/Promotion, Business Management, Media, Education, Health, Sound Engineering and Technology.

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
Composition, performance and musicology.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
It is recommended that students have a software program available for Composition i.e. Sibelius, Garage Band.
- Senior Music is a prerequisite for entry in tertiary institutions, TAFE and academies.